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83%
Agree that finding accurate
information is a challenge

76%
Agree that they must overcome rising costs 
to meet regulatory requirements

In late 2014, Accuity surveyed senior level correspondent banking, compliance, and due diligence 
professionals from banks and financial institutions around the world. We structured questions to help 
us understand the most problematic issues and potential solutions surrounding counterparty KYC, 
on-boarding, and due diligence.

Compliance Professionals are 
demanded to address a wide-range 
of financial counterparty due 
diligence priorities.

In an industry where due diligence standards are ever-increasing and regulatory or 
reputation risks drive counterparty portfolio decisions, Accuity strives to arm clients 

with the tools best suited to meet these challenges. 

We provide accurate, timely, and complete counterparty KYC information through 
a centralised look up tool or data file. This enables our clients to keep pace with 

industry KYC requirements whist still cutting costs and saving time.

Please visit Accuity.com/counterparty-kyc-report for the full survey report.

The Day to Day Challenge of 

Counterparty KYC

HOW CAN ACCUITY HELP?

Our Financial Counterparty KYC Solutions provide clients with:

THE TO DO LIST

Many professionals feel they are lacking the tools and 
resources they need to keep up with these critical priorities.

THE CHALLENGES 

 ‘My team needs to keep up with increasing regulatory 
requirements despite technology platforms that are not able 
to keep up in real time with the pace of change.’

96%   Protecting organisational reputation and 

current customer relationships

95%   Protecting personnel legal responsibility 

and risk 

95%   Avoiding regulatory fines & enforcement

94%   Identifying and focusing on ‘real’ 

areas of risk 

94%  Minimising risk exposure of 

counterparty portfolio 

94%   Reducing costs, time, and efforts 

93%   Gaining competitive advantage

91%   Aligning compliance activities of 

front, middle, and back offices 

80%   Reducing time on manual and 

repetitive tasks 

How do you spend your time 

managing counterparty KYC?

 ‘The biggest challenge we face is that it is a constantly moving 
target on the definition of what comprises due diligence and 
corresponding regulatory interpretations.’

Regularly updated information: 

Take advantage of our 120+ team of 
content development specialists who 
pro-actively update counterparty 
data and ensure you have the most 
accurate information

Wide-ranging Counterparty information: 

Entity financials, ownership information, 
personnel details, identifiers, and AML 
documentation are just some of the 
information types available

Email alert notifications: Notify your team 
of key changes in ownership, structures, 
mergers, or acquisitions

Global KYC data: Access KYC due 
diligence information on institutions 
from emerging markets and high 
risk entities

Improved data harmonisation for master 

bank reference data: Integrate standardised, 
clean, and uniform counterparty reference 
data with pre-matched identifiers into your 
in-house system

Personnel and ownership details: 
Utilise ownership and shareholdings 
information including over 85,000 
structured ownership links 

Regularly verified information: 

Audit trails or last verified dates 
included for counterparty data 
and documentation

Visit Accuity.com/counterpartty-kyc-report for the full survey report.

Agree that they have lowered 

overall counterparty KYC costs 
by a significant amount through 
the use of a centralised source 

of information for due 
diligence checks

Agree that high risk 
correspondents have to make 

it easier for banks to conduct 

due diligence on them

Agree that they have saved 

significant time for the business 
through the use of a centralised 

source of information for due 
diligence checks

What helps compliance and KYC professionals navigate counterparty 
due diligence and meet their challenging priorities?

What helps compliance and KYC professionals navigate counterparty 
due diligence and meet their challenging priorities?

THE SOLUTIONS

85% 83% 71%

 ‘Ensuring relevant regulatory and reputational risks are identified 
in a timely, e�cient and cost-e�ective manner. Automation is 
becoming increasingly necessary.’

81%
Agree that it is di�cult to have up-to-date 
status of existing counterparties

78%
Agree that they face a lack of data 
and technology standardisation 

78%
Agree that adding additional
correspondents adds further requirements 
for performing checks

75%
Agree that local interpretations 
of regulations add complexity to 
addressing counterparty KYC


